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  Where Wizards Stay Up Late Matthew Lyon,Katie
Hafner,1999-08-19 Twenty five years ago, it didn't
exist. Today, twenty million people worldwide are
surfing the Net. Where Wizards Stay Up Late is the
exciting story of the pioneers responsible for
creating the most talked about, most influential,
and most far-reaching communications breakthrough
since the invention of the telephone. In the
1960's, when computers where regarded as mere
giant calculators, J.C.R. Licklider at MIT saw
them as the ultimate communications devices. With
Defense Department funds, he and a band of
visionary computer whizzes began work on a
nationwide, interlocking network of computers.
Taking readers behind the scenes, Where Wizards
Stay Up Late captures the hard work, genius, and
happy accidents of their daring, stunningly
successful venture.
  Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#
Svetlin Nakov,Veselin Kolev,2013-09-01 The free
book Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#
is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial
that teaches programming, logical thinking, data
structures and algorithms, problem solving and
high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It
starts with the first steps in programming and
software development like variables, data types,
conditional statements, loops and arrays and
continues with other basic topics like methods,
numeral systems, strings and string processing,
exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics
this fundamental programming book enters into more
advanced programming topics like recursion, data
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structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs),
high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring,
object-oriented principles (inheritance,
abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and
their implementation the C# language. It also
covers fundamental topics that each good developer
should know like algorithm design, complexity of
algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C#
language and Visual Studio to illustrate the
programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET
specific technologies like lambda expressions,
extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by
a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has
20+ years practical software development
experience. It teaches the major programming
concepts and way of thinking needed to become a
good software engineer and the C# language in the
meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants
to become a skillful software engineer. The books
does not teach technologies like databases, mobile
and web development, but shows the true way to
master the basics of programming regardless of the
languages, technologies and tools. It is good for
beginners and intermediate developers who want to
put a solid base for a successful career in the
software engineering industry. The book is
accompanied by free video lessons, presentation
slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of
exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other
resources from http://introprogramming.info.
Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming with
C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7
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(9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3
(9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages:
1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013
Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site:
http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-
Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming,
book, computer programming, programming
fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp,
C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming
concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler,
Visual Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types,
variables, expressions, statements, console,
conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops,
arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text
processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception
handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files,
linear data structures, list, linked list, stack,
queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-first
search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS,
dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays,
sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching
algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms,
algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented
programming, classes, objects, constructors,
fields, properties, static members, abstraction,
interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual
methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling,
enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design
patterns, extension methods, anonymous types,
lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-
quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality
methods, code formatting, self-documenting code,
code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving
methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
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  Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0
Administrator's Pocket Consultant William
Stanek,2007-12-19 Portable and precise, this
pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for
the day-to-day administration of Web servers
running Microsoft Internet Information Services
(IIS) 6.0. Zero in on core IIS support procedures
and everyday tasks using quick-reference tables,
step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the
focused, streamlined information you need to solve
problems and get the job done—whether you’re at
your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to:
Install Web and application server components
Learn core techniques for managing IIS Configure
Web sites, servers, and virtual directories
Customize Web content, including error messages
and redirection Manage Web applications,
application pools, and Microsoft ASP.NET Configure
SMTP, POP3, and advanced messaging options
Implement security features—permissions,
certificates, SSL Monitor and optimize IIS
performance Manage IIS backups and metabase
configurations
  Pro Windows PowerShell Hristo Deshev,2008-04-06
Here is your best companion to the capabilities
and power that PowerShell offers. Inside this
book, you’ll discover the object-oriented features
of the shell and how they help in extracting and
manipulating data. You’ll then learn how to use
those features to solve real-world problems:
manipulating files, working with text, monitoring
systems, and performing operations over the
network. In addition, you’ll find freely available
tools and extensions that help you get results
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with Windows PowerShell fast.
  Windows 7: Up and Running Wei-Meng
Lee,2009-10-01 This compact book offers the
quickest path for Windows users to get started
with Microsoft's Windows 7 operating system. You
get the essential information you need to upgrade
or install the system and configure it to fit your
activities, along with a tour of Windows 7's
features and built-in applications. Microsoft has
learned from the mistakes of Windows Vista, and
Windows 7 shows it-this new OS is much faster and
more stable. With Windows 7: Up and Running,
you'll learn what's new and what's changed from XP
and Vista, and get advice on ways to use this
system for work, entertainment, instant
communication, and more. Windows 7 is poised to be
a big hit, and with this handy guide, you can be
up and running -- and productive -- with it right
away. Master the user interface, including the
taskbar, jump lists, desktop gadgets, Aero Shake,
and notification area Discover the joys of
networking with HomeGroup file sharing and
improved Wi-Fi Tour the system's improved
security, including the Action Center, User
Account Control, and Credential Manager Learn how
to use Windows Live Essentials for messaging,
photo sharing, moviemaking, emailing, and blogging
Get to know built-in applications such as Internet
Explorer 8, Windows Media Player 12, Microsoft
Paint, and WordPad Learn about optional Microsoft
software to enhance your Windows 7 experience
  Metasploit David Kennedy,Jim O'Gorman,Devon
Kearns,Mati Aharoni,2011-07-15 The Metasploit
Framework makes discovering, exploiting, and
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sharing vulnerabilities quick and relatively
painless. But while Metasploit is used by security
professionals everywhere, the tool can be hard to
grasp for first-time users. Metasploit: The
Penetration Tester's Guide fills this gap by
teaching you how to harness the Framework and
interact with the vibrant community of Metasploit
contributors. Once you've built your foundation
for penetration testing, you’ll learn the
Framework's conventions, interfaces, and module
system as you launch simulated attacks. You’ll
move on to advanced penetration testing
techniques, including network reconnaissance and
enumeration, client-side attacks, wireless
attacks, and targeted social-engineering attacks.
Learn how to: –Find and exploit unmaintained,
misconfigured, and unpatched systems –Perform
reconnaissance and find valuable information about
your target –Bypass anti-virus technologies and
circumvent security controls –Integrate Nmap,
NeXpose, and Nessus with Metasploit to automate
discovery –Use the Meterpreter shell to launch
further attacks from inside the network –Harness
standalone Metasploit utilities, third-party
tools, and plug-ins –Learn how to write your own
Meterpreter post exploitation modules and scripts
You'll even touch on exploit discovery for zero-
day research, write a fuzzer, port existing
exploits into the Framework, and learn how to
cover your tracks. Whether your goal is to secure
your own networks or to put someone else's to the
test, Metasploit: The Penetration Tester's Guide
will take you there and beyond.
  Pro ASP.NET MVC 3 Framework Adam Freeman,Steven
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Sanderson,2011-08-06 The ASP.NET MVC 3 Framework
is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web
platform. It provides a high-productivity
programming model that promotes cleaner code
architecture, test-driven development, and
powerful extensibility, combined with all the
benefits of ASP.NET 4. In this third edition, the
core model-view-controller (MVC) architectural
concepts are not simply explained or discussed in
isolation, but are demonstrated in action. You’ll
work through an extended tutorial to create a
working e-commerce web application that combines
ASP.NET MVC with the latest C# language features
and unit-testing best practices. By gaining this
invaluable, practical experience, you’ll discover
MVC’s strengths and weaknesses for yourself—and
put your best-learned theory into practice. The
book's authors Steve Sanderson and Adam Freeman
have both watched the growth of ASP.NET MVC since
its first release. Steve is a well-known blogger
on the MVC Framework and a member of the Microsoft
Web Platform and Tools team. Adam started
designing and building web applications 15 years
ago and has been responsible for some of the
world's largest and most ambitious projects. You
can be sure you are in safe hands.
  Malware Analyst's Cookbook and DVD Michael
Ligh,Steven Adair,Blake Hartstein,Matthew
Richard,2010-09-29 A computer forensics how-to for
fighting malicious code andanalyzing incidents
With our ever-increasing reliance on computers
comes anever-growing risk of malware. Security
professionals will findplenty of solutions in this
book to the problems posed by viruses,Trojan
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horses, worms, spyware, rootkits, adware, and
other invasivesoftware. Written by well-known
malware experts, this guide revealssolutions to
numerous problems and includes a DVD of
customprograms and tools that illustrate the
concepts, enhancing yourskills. Security
professionals face a constant battle against
malicioussoftware; this practical manual will
improve your analyticalcapabilities and provide
dozens of valuable and innovativesolutions Covers
classifying malware, packing and unpacking,
dynamicmalware analysis, decoding and decrypting,
rootkit detection,memory forensics, open source
malware research, and much more Includes generous
amounts of source code in C, Python, and Perlto
extend your favorite tools or build new ones, and
customprograms on the DVD to demonstrate the
solutions Malware Analyst's Cookbook is
indispensible to ITsecurity administrators,
incident responders, forensic analysts,and malware
researchers.
  ASP.NET 4 Unleashed Stephen Walther,Kevin
Hoffman,Nate Dudek,2010-10-12 The most
comprehensive book on Microsoft’s new ASP.NET 4,
ASP.NET 4 Unleashed covers all facets of ASP.NET
development. Led by Microsoft ASP.NET program
manager Stephen Walther, an expert author team
thoroughly covers the entire platform. The authors
first introduce the ASP.NET Framework’s basic
controls and show how to create common site-wide
layouts and styles. Next, they cover all aspects
of accessing, presenting, organizing, and editing
data. You’ll find thorough and practical sections
on building custom components and controls,
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providing effective site navigation, securing
sites and applications, and much more. This book
presents hundreds of realistic code examples,
reflecting the authors’ unsurpassed experience
with ASP.NET both inside and outside Microsoft.
Build interactive Web Forms, validate form data,
and upload files Provide interactive calendars,
wizards, site maps, and other valuable features
Design efficient, maintainable sites with Master
Pages and Themes Build data-driven applications
with database controls, ADO.NET data access
components, QueryExtender, LINQ to SQL, and WCF
Data Services Generate charts on the fly with the
new Chart Control Extend ASP.NET with custom
controls and reusable components Create site
registration and authentication systems that store
membership data in SQL Server or Active Directory
Use URL Routing to build dynamism, flexibility,
readability, and SEO-friendliness into your URLs
Improve performance and scalability with caching
and preloading Maintain state with cookies,
cookieless session state, and profiles Localize,
configure, package, and deploy ASP.NET
applications Use the ASP.NET MVC Framework to
improve agility, testability, speed to market, and
extensibility Retrofit existing ASP.NET
applications with Ajax and build pure client-side
Ajax web applications Construct a complete ASP.NET
4 website from start to finish
  InfoWorld ,1996-05-20 InfoWorld is targeted to
Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into
Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
  Professional Microsoft IIS 8 Kenneth
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Schaefer,Jeff Cochran,Scott Forsyth,Dennis
Glendenning,Benjamin Perkins,2012-11-15 Stellar
author team of Microsoft MVPs helps developers and
administrators get the most out of Windows IIS 8
If you're a developer or administrator, you'll
want to get thoroughly up to speed on Microsoft's
new IIS 8 platform with this complete, in-depth
reference. Prepare yourself to administer IIS 8 in
not only commercial websites and corporate
intranets, but also the mass web hosting market
with this expert content. The book covers common
administrative tasks associated with monitoring
and managing an IIS environment--and then moves
well beyond, into extensibility, scripted admin,
and other complex topics. The book highlights
automated options outside the GUI, options that
include the PowerShell provider and AppCmd tool.
It explores extensibility options for developers,
including ISAPI and HTTPModules. And, it delves
into security protocols and high availability/load
balancing at a level of detail that is not often
found in IIS books. Author team includes Microsoft
MVPs and an IIS team member Covers the management
and monitoring of Microsoft Internet Information
Services (IIS) 8 for administrators and
developers, including MOF and MOM Delves into
topics not often included in IIS books, including
using the PowerShell provider and AppCmd tool and
other automated options, and extending IIS 8 with
ISAPI or HTTPModules Explores security issues in
depth, including high availability/load balancing,
and the Kerberos, NTLM, and PKI/SSL protocols
Explains how to debug and troubleshoot IIS
Professional Microsoft IIS 8 features a wealth of
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information gathered from individuals running
major intranets and web hosting facilities today,
making this an indispensible and real-world
reference to keep on hand.
  Beginning ASP.NET E-Commerce in C# Karli
Watson,Cristian Darie,2009-04-30 Teaching readers
how to best use the free development tools offered
by Microsoft to build an online product catalog,
this guide offers an intimate understanding of
every piece of code they write, enabling them to
build their own flexible Web sites with ASP.NET
3.5.
  Remodeling Kitchens & Baths ,1978
  Linux Networking Cookbook Carla
Schroder,2007-11-26 This soup-to-nuts collection
of recipes covers everything you need to know to
perform your job as a Linux network administrator,
whether you're new to the job or have years of
experience. With Linux Networking Cookbook, you'll
dive straight into the gnarly hands-on work of
building and maintaining a computer network.
Running a network doesn't mean you have all the
answers. Networking is a complex subject with
reams of reference material that's difficult to
keep straight, much less remember. If you want a
book that lays out the steps for specific tasks,
that clearly explains the commands and
configurations, and does not tax your patience
with endless ramblings and meanderings into theory
and obscure RFCs, this is the book for you. You
will find recipes for: Building a gateway,
firewall, and wireless access point on a Linux
network Building a VoIP server with Asterisk
Secure remote administration with SSH Building
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secure VPNs with OpenVPN, and a Linux PPTP VPN
server Single sign-on with Samba for mixed
Linux/Windows LANs Centralized network directory
with OpenLDAP Network monitoring with Nagios or
MRTG Getting acquainted with IPv6 Setting up
hands-free networks installations of new systems
Linux system administration via serial console And
a lot more. Each recipe includes a clear, hands-on
solution with tested code, plus a discussion on
why it works. When you need to solve a network
problem without delay, and don't have the time or
patience to comb through reference books or the
Web for answers, Linux Networking Cookbook gives
you exactly what you need.
  Visual Basic .NET for Complete Beginners Ken
Carney,2011-03-31
  Your Computer Is on Fire Thomas S.
Mullaney,Benjamin Peters,Mar Hicks,Kavita
Philip,2021-03-09 Technology scholars declare an
emergency: attention must be paid to the
inequality, marginalization, and biases woven into
our technological systems. This book sounds an
alarm: we can no longer afford to be lulled into
complacency by narratives of techno-utopianism, or
even techno-neutrality. We should not be reassured
by such soothing generalities as human error,
virtual reality, or the cloud. We need to realize
that nothing is virtual: everything that happens
online, virtually, or autonomously happens offline
first, and often involves human beings whose labor
is deliberately kept invisible. Everything is IRL.
In Your Computer Is on Fire, technology scholars
train a spotlight on the inequality,
marginalization, and biases woven into our
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technological systems.
  Pro ASP.NET 2.0 Website Programming Damon
Armstrong,2006-11-08 * Pro ASP.NET 2.0 Website
Programming shows how to provide users and
customers with ASP.NET 2.0 websites that are easy-
to-use, perform well, and secure. * This book
clearly explains how to handle all of the common
website tasks effortlessly: including logging in,
displaying important customer information,
querying data, reporting. and security. * With
this book, readers will learn ASP.NET 2.0 and how
to apply it to solve real business problems.
  Windows PowerShell Cookbook Lee
Holmes,2010-08-20 With more than 250 ready-to-use
recipes, this solutions-oriented introduction to
the Windows PowerShell scripting environment and
language provides administrators with the tools to
be productive immediately.
  Umbraco User's Guide Nik Wahlberg,Paul
Sterling,2011-05-04 The first guide to show you
how to power your site using Umbraco. More
companies are turning to the power and simplicity
of Umbraco's web content management system to
build robust, customized sites. Written by leaders
in the Umbraco community, this invaluable guide
takes you through every aspect of this open source
tool. Code samples using XHTML, CSS, XSLT, and C#
are integrated throughout the pages to illustrate
key concepts that you can apply. As you work
through the chapters, you'll progress from
building a basic Umbraco site to a sophisticated
one that meets the needs of your organization.
Umbraco User's Guide: Explains how to install
Umbraco and walks you through its XML structure
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Discusses how to create templates while building
your understanding of layouts Offers best
practices for developing content, designing types,
organizing templates, and using the rich text
editor Walks you through XSLT and .NET controls
Helps you build sample applications and
troubleshoot any issues that arise Covers how to
create your own classified ads site by combining
document types, templates, styles, macros, and
more
  Pro ASP.NET MVC 2 Framework Steven
Sanderson,2011-01-10 Author Steven Sanderson has
seen the ASP.NET MVC Framework mature from the
start, so his experience, combined with
comprehensive coverage of all the new features,
including those in the official MVC development
toolkit, offers the clearest understanding of how
this exciting new framework can improve your
coding efficiency. With this book, you’ll gain
invaluable up-to-date knowledge of security,
deployment, and interoperability challenges. The
ASP.NET MVC 2 Framework introduces a radical high-
productivity programming model that promotes
cleaner code architecture, test-driven
development, and powerful extensibility, combined
with all the benefits of ASP.NET 3.5. In this
book, the core model-view-controller (MVC)
architectural concepts are not simply explained or
discussed in isolation, but are demonstrated in
action. You’ll work through an extended tutorial
to create a working e-commerce web application
that combines ASP.NET MVC with C# language
features and unit-testing best practices. By
gaining this invaluable, practical experience,
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you’ll discover MVC’s strengths and weaknesses for
yourself—and put your best-learned theory into
practice.

Enjoying the Tune of Expression: An Emotional
Symphony within Vista Netmail 100

In a world taken by monitors and the ceaseless
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beauty and emotional symphony produced by the
prepared word frequently diminish in to the back
ground, eclipsed by the relentless noise and
disruptions that permeate our lives. Nevertheless,
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enchanting literary value full of raw thoughts,
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Constructed by an elegant musician of language,
this interesting masterpiece conducts visitors on
a psychological trip, skillfully unraveling the
concealed songs and profound influence resonating
within each carefully crafted phrase. Within the
depths of the touching review, we will explore the
book is main harmonies, analyze their enthralling
writing fashion, and surrender ourselves to the
profound resonance that echoes in the depths of
readers souls.
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distribute
malware or
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protect
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should ensure
their devices
have reliable
antivirus
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installed and
validate the
legitimacy of
the websites
they are
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from. In
conclusion, the
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transformed the
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With the
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effectiveness,
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which often
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PDF creation
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and operating
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"Print to PDF"
option that
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save a document
as a PDF file
instead of
printing it on
paper. Online
converters:
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convert
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Vista Netmail
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Editing a PDF
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the PDF. Some
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or Smallpdf,
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basic editing
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a PDF to
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Use online
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Smallpdf,
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Adobe Acrobats
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editing
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